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Abstract
5

There are two applications in digital signature schemes with message recovery based on a discrete logarithm6

problem. One is an authenticated encryption scheme, and the other is a key agreement scheme. Considering that7

the cryptographic assumptions will be broken in the future, the digital signature scheme with message recovery8

should also be designed based on two assumptions. Besides the digital signature scheme with message recovery,9

the authenticated encryption scheme with message linkages should also be redesigned to deal with the problem10

when any one of the factoring and discrete logarithm assumptions is broken. In this paper, we propose a digital11

signature with message recovery based on factoring and discrete logarithm and show that the scheme is secure. In12

comparison with Zhang et al.’s scheme, our proposed scheme is the most efficient one in terms of communication13

cost and computation complexity.14

15

Keywords: Authenticated encryption scheme, cryptography, factoring and discrete logarithm, message recovery,16

security.17

1 Introduction18

In order to prove the effectiveness of a document, before the holder of the document is delivered to his partner, he must19

sign the document so that he is in charge of it. Thus it can be seen that the signature is very important [11, 13, 16].20

Traditionally, we use a hand-written signature to manifest the validity of a document and the identity of a signer.21

Nowadays, we use a digital signature instead of the traditional hand-written signature for the convenience of the22

transactions in the public network.23

Nyberg and Rueppel [20] first proposed a digital signature scheme with message recovery based on a discrete24

logarithm problem. They applied their scheme in two applications where one is an authenticated encryption scheme,25

and the other is a key agreement scheme. In 1994, Horster et al [6] improved the authenticated encryption scheme26

proposed by Nyberg and Rueppel to claim their scheme was more efficient. Then Lee and Chang pointed out that27

the scheme proposed by Horster et al would suffer from ”known-ciphertext-plaintext attack”, so they proposed the28

other improvement [15]. Afterwards, many related schemes were proposed [1, 2, 23].29

According to the previous schemes, we can conclude some requirements of a digital signature scheme with message30

recovery and the requirements of an authenticated encryption scheme [17, 21]. First, the digital signature scheme31

with message recovery must conform to three requirements such as authentication, non-repudiation, and message32

recovery [3, 9, 25]. But the authenticated encryption scheme should add the confidentiality, besides the above three33

requirements required by the digital signature scheme with message recovery.34

In the past, the security of each public-key cryptosystem is based on one of two cryptographic assumptions35

that are discrete logarithm assumption [7] and factoring assumption. Some savants thought that if an efficient36

algorithm is developed in the future to break one or more of the assumptions, all of the related cryptosystem become37

insecure. Therefore, in 1994, Harn [4] first proposed a public-key cryptosystem based on factoring and discrete38

logarithm. Thereafter, there were many papers about the signature schemes based on two difficulties simultaneously39

[5, 12, 14, 22].40

Considering that the cryptographic assumptions will be broken in the future, a digital signature scheme with41

message recovery should also be designed based on two assumptions. Besides the digital signature scheme with42



message recovery, the authenticated encryption scheme with message linkages should also be redesigned to deal with43

the problem where any one of the factoring and discrete logarithm assumptions is broken [10, 24]. Thus we design44

three schemes in this paper. The detail of the schemes is described in next section.45

In the first section, we introduce the development of a message recovery scheme and its variants. In the next46

section, we propose three algorithms based on discrete logarithm and factoring, that are a message recovery scheme,47

its variants’ authenticated encryption scheme, and authenticated encryption scheme with message linkage. Next,48

some of security is analyzed in Section 3. Then, we inspect the three schemes and their corresponding requirements,49

and discuss their performance in Section 4. Finally, a brief conclusion is presented in Section 5.50

2 The Proposed Scheme51

In this section, we propose a new signature scheme with message recovery based on factoring and discrete logarithm,52

the variants that are authenticated encryption scheme, and authenticated encryption scheme with message linkages.53

The three schemes all include the system initialization phase predefined and choose the system parameters for three54

participants including a trusted authority, a sender and a verifier.55

First, the trusted authority chooses four large prime numbers p1, q1, p2, and q2 where p1 = 2p2 + 1, q1 = 2q2 + 156

and let the parameter p = 4p1q1 + 1 a prime number. It also computes a composite variant n = p1q1 and selects an57

integer g which is order of p1p2. The trusted authority should keep the system parameter p secret, and publish n, p, g58

and a one-way hash function H(·) to all users. Each user selects his/her private key Xi in Zn, where gcd(X2, n) = 1,59

and i = {i|A,B}, and then compute his/her own public key Yi = gX2
i mod p. The notation ”⊕” denotes the exclusive60

operator, and ” ‖ ” denotes concatenation operator.61

2.1 Signature Scheme with Message Recovery62

The scheme can be divided into two phases: signature generation, and message recovery phases. In signature63

generation phase, the sender A creates a signature of message M which contains redundancy with his/her private64

key XA, and delivers the signature R, S to the verifier B. After receiving R, S, user B verifies the signature and65

recovers the message with A’s public key YA.66

• Signature Generation Phase:
The user A should first selects a random number T in Zn such as gcd(T 2, n) = 1, and then creates the signature
of the message M that he/she wants to send. Finally, he sends R, S, M to the verifier B.

{
R = Mg−T 2

mod p
S = T 2 −X2

i H(R) mod n
(1)

• Message Recovery Phase:
In this phase, the verifier B can use the following equation to recover the message M :

M = RgS(YA)H(R) mod p.

And then check the format which is published by the trusted party of the message M . If the message format67

is correct, the verifier accepts the message to ensure the legitimacy of the signature of the source.68

The scheme allows anyone to verify the signature R,S, and know the content of the message M .69

2.2 Authenticated Encryption Scheme70

In message recovery schemes, there is one special application called authenticated encryption scheme. Those schemes71

can provide the confidentiality of a message where the plaintext is only known between the sender and the verifier.72

The principal concept is described in the following. The sender can use the verifier’s public key YB to encrypt the73

message M , besides signing the message which is same as the mentioned signature scheme with message recovery.74

• Signature Generation Phase:
First, the sender should select a random number T in Zn such as gcd(T 2, n) = 1. Then he/she creates the
ciphertext of the signature R,S of the message M as follows:

{
R = MY −T 2

B mod p
S = T 2 −X2

AH(R) mod n
(2)
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• Message Recovery Phase:
In this phase, the verifier can decrypt and recover the message M with his/her secret key XB , and the sender’s
public key YA is as follows:

M = R(gSY
H(R)
A )X2

B mod p.

= R(gS·X2
BY

H(R)·X2
B

A ) mod p. (3)

He/She checks whether the format of the message is correct or not, and then decides whether to accept or75

reject it.76

2.3 Authenticated Encryption Scheme with Message Linkage77

The basic authenticated encryption scheme is only applied to a smaller message. A huge message has to be divided78

into many message blocks first, and then be signed and encrypted. For some disadvantages of the above mentioned79

basic scheme, it should be noted that the message blocks have been reordered, modified, deleted or replicated during80

transmission. We attempt to solve the above drawbacks, so a scheme is proposed to link up each message block.81

There are still three phases in this scheme: the system initialization phase, signature and encryption generation82

phase, and message recovery and decryption phase. The first phase has been defined in the first paragraph of this83

section, and the other phases are described as follows.84

• Signature and Encryption Generation Phase:
Before signing and encrypting, the sender should divide the message M into n a sequence message blocks
{M1,M2, · · · ,Mw}, where Mi ∈ GF (n) for i = 1, 2, · · · , w. Then he/she first sets an initial value r0 = 0, and
selects a random number T in Zn such as gcd(T 2, n) = 1. He/She obtains the ith ciphertext ri by computing
t as follows:

t = Y T 2

B mod p (4)
ri = MiH(ri−1 ⊕ t) mod p.

In order to avoid the problems where the message blocks are deleted, reordered, or modified, the sender should
compute a value R applied it to examine the completeness of the message M . Finally, he/she can generate the
signature S of the message with his/her private key XA as follows:

{
R = H(r1 ‖ r2 ‖ · · · ‖ rw)
S = T 2 −X2

AR mod n
(5)

After the above procedures, the sender should transmit (n+2) signed and encrypted blocks R,S, r1, r2, · · · , rw85

to the verifier B in a public way.86

• Message Recovery Phase:
After receiving those message blocks, the verifier executes the following procedure to recover and verify the
message M . First, he/she calculates the verified value R′ and checks whether R′ is equal to R, and R is received
from the sender or not:

{
R′ = H(r1 ‖ r2 ‖ · · · ‖ rw)
R′ ?

= R
(6)

If the result is not equal, he rejects the message and requires the sender to retransmit those blocks. If it is
equal, he/she continues the message recovering. He/She acquires the value gT 2

and then obtains t with gT 2

and his/her secret XB :

gT 2
= gSY R

i

t = (gT 2
)X2

B mod p

= (gSY R
i )X2

B mod p

= gS·X2
BY

R·X2
B

i mod p. (7)

Finally, he/she recovers the ith message block Mi as follows:

Mi = riH(ri−1 ⊕ t)−1 mod p.

The verifier performs Mi until all message blocks are recovered.87
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3 Security Analysis88

In this section, we examine whether our proposed three schemes are corresponded to security criterions or not. There89

are some general security requirements such as the security of a private key, the validity of a signature, the confidence90

of a ciphertext. Besides the above mentioned securities, we also assume that the well-known assumption such as the91

difficulty of discrete logarithm or factoring being broken, and our proposed scheme whether to keep the security or92

not.93

1) An intruder impersonates the sender’s signature without knowing the sender’s private key.94

In the first proposed scheme, an intruder can know the signature R,S, the sender’s public key YA and the95

message M . If he tries to invent the sender’s signature, he can select a random number T ′ and a message96

M ′. Although he can generate R′ by computing R′ = M ′g−T 2
mod p, he cannot obtain S′. Because he does97

not know the sender’s private key XA, he cannot execute the equation S′ = T 2 − X2
AH(R) mod n. It is98

not impossible that an intruder invents the sender’s signature without knowing his/her private key. In the99

authenticated encryption scheme and the third scheme, an intruder only knows R,S and YA, so this scheme100

will face more difficulty than the first scheme.101

2) The verifier forges the sender’s signature without knowing the sender’s private key.102

In the first scheme, the verifier can know R, S,M and YA, but he cannot know the sender’s private key XA.103

On those conditions, he cannot forge the sender’s signature. The description is described as the first security104

attack. In the second and the third proposed scheme, the verifier holds R, S, M and the sender’s public key105

YA, but he cannot create a fake signature, because he still doesn’t know the sender’s private key XA.106

3) An opponent reveals the sender’s private key from his/her signature.107

An opponent wants to get the sender’s private key from the sender’s signature R and S in the message108

recovery scheme, he should first obtain R, S and T , and then he obtains X2
A mod n by computing X2

A =109

H(R)−1(T 2 − S) mod n. Since the random number T is secret, the opponent cannot get the sender’s private110

key XA. Even if he has the random number T , he must solve the difficulty of factoring to obtain XA from the111

X2
A mod n. In the second scheme and the third scheme, the opponent still face the same difficulty as the first112

scheme.113

4) An adversary derives the content of the ciphertext without knowing the verifier’s secret key.114

If an adversary attempts to derive the ciphertext with the known information R, S, and M in the authenticated115

encryption scheme, he must know the verifier’s private key XB or the random number T . In the authenticated116

encryption scheme with message linkage, he can get R, S, and r1, r2, · · · , rw. If he wants to decrypt the ith117

ciphertext block, he must know the verifier’s private key XB to compute the value t. The adversary will fail to118

get the content of the message block.119

5) An intruder reorders, modifies, deletes or replicates the message blocks.120

If an intruder wants to reorder, modify, delete or replicate any message block, he should also modify the121

signature S by computing Equation (5). If he cannot execute the modification, reordered, modified, deleted or122

replicated, message blocks will not pass the verification in Equation (6).123

6) Suppose the difficulty of computing discrete logarithm problems has been broken.124

If an attacker can break the discrete logarithm problem, he knows R, S,M , and the sender’s public key YA, so125

that he can derive the exponent T 2 from Equation (1). If he wants to get the sender’s private key XA from126

Equation (1), he must break the difficulty of factoring simultaneously. It is difficult that the attacker gets the127

sender’s private key XA by computing X2
A = H(R)−1(T 2 − S) mod n where n is composed of two large prime128

numbers. In the second scheme and the third scheme, the attacker also faces the same difficulty as described129

in the above.130

7) Suppose the difficulty of computing the factoring problem has been broken.131

Assume that the attacker can break the difficulty of the factoring problem. He could obtain any inverse of any132

value easily. Therefore, he can undertake the calculation of Equations (1), (2), or (5) which is related to the133

factoring assumption. Although an attacker can solve the difficulty of factoring, he cannot still get the sender’s134

private key XA from the equation, because all the equations contain two unknown variables T 2, and X2
A.135
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4 Requirements and Performance Analysis136

4.1 Requirements Analysis137

In this subsection, we mainly discuss whether our scheme achieves the requirements of signature scheme with message138

recovery, authenticated encryption scheme or not.139

(1) Confidentiality: The property is only provided by the authenticated encryption scheme. In the authenticated140

encryption scheme, only the verifier can derive the message M by calculating Equation (3) with his/her secret141

key XB . In the scheme, the confidentiality of the message can be kept. In the authenticated encryption scheme142

with message linkages, the confidentiality is also same as above.143

(2) Authentication: In signature scheme with message recovery, the recovery can verify the sender’s identity with144

the sender’s public key YA, and then checks the format of the message M which is pre-agreed with the sender.145

If the format of the message is corresponding to the rule, the verifier can authenticate the sender’s identity. In146

the authenticated encryption scheme and authenticated encryption scheme with message linkages, the verifier147

can also authenticate the sender’s identity with the sender’s public key and the format of the message. The148

disparity of the signature scheme with message recovery is that the verifier must decrypt the message to verify149

the sender with his/her secret key XB .150

(3) Non-repudiation: The three proposed schemes are all provided with the property. The sender has his/her151

private key XA, and only he/she can construct the signature R, S of the message M . As he/she created a152

signature, the property of the non-repudiation is in operation immediately.153

(4) Message Recovery: The message can be recovered from the signature with the sender’s public key. In the154

signature scheme with message recovery, the verifier can recover the message M by calculating Equation (2),155

and he/she can also verify the sender’s identity. In the other two schemes, they can also achieve the requirement.156

4.2 Performance Analysis157

In this subsection, we will analyze the performance of our three schemes. For convenience, we should pre-define158

some notations: Tmul is the time for multiplication; Th is the time for executing hash function; Texp is the time for159

exponentiation with modulo p; and Tinv is the time for inversion modulo p. Actually, many other factors also affect160

the performance of an algorithm, but we only consider those Th, Texp, Tmul, and Tinv, computational heavily cost161

here.162

Table 1: Performance analysis

Computation Cost Communication Cost
Texp Tinv Th Tmul

Signature scheme 3 1 2 7 |p|+ |n|
with message recovery

Authenticated 3 1 2 8 |p|+ |n|
encryption scheme

Authenticated
encryption scheme with 3 w 2w+2 2w+7 w|p|+ 2|n|

message linkages

In Table 1, there are two parts to be considered, computation cost and communication cost. The computation163

cost is aimed at how much time the system will spend to calculate, and the communication cost means that when164

the sender transmits the signature of the message M , he may send the maximum size of the information.165

The three schemes can be divided into two phases, signature and ciphertext generation phase, and message recovery166

and verification phase. In the first scheme, the signature generation phase, the sender will perform 1Texp, 1Tinv,167

1Th, 5Tmul to achieve the processes of this phase. In the message recovery and verification phase, the verifier should168

perform 2Texp, 1Th, 2Tmul to complete the processes of this phase. The required communication cost of the scheme169

is |p|+ |n|, where |p| denotes the length of the prime number p, and |n| denotes the length of the composite variant170

n.171

In the second scheme, the signature and ciphertext generation phase, the sender will perform 1Texp, 1Tinv, 1Th,172

4Tmul to achieve the processes of this phase. In the message recovery and verification phase, the verifier should173
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perform 2Texp, 1Th, 4Tmul to complete the processes of this phase. The required communication cost of the scheme174

is |p|+ |n| of which explanation is the same as the first scheme.175

In the third scheme, if there are w message blocks, the computation cost is in the following. In the signature176

and ciphertext generation phase, the sender will perform 1Texp, (w + 1)Th, (w + 3)Tmul to achieve the processes177

of this phase. In the message recovery and verification phase, the verifier should perform 2Texp, wTinv, (w + 1)Th,178

(w + 4)Tmul to complete the processes of this phase. In this scheme, the communication cost increases by the size of179

the message M . Therefore, the scheme will transmit a total of w|p|+ 2|n| information in a public channel.180

5 Comparisons181

Since the comparisons with other schemes, Li-Zhang-Wang [18] and Lv-Wang [19] schemes, had been reviewed182

in [26], we only compare our method with Zhang-Zhao-Ji’s schemes [26] which is the newest authenticated encryp-183

tion schemes (published in 2015), in terms of the length of signature, computation of signature generation, and184

computation of message recover and verification.185

There are two schemes in [26]: Authenticated encryption scheme (AES) and authentication encryption scheme186

with message linkage (AES-ML). We are briefly reviewed below.187

We first review Zhang-Zhao-Ji’s AES as follows. There are two phases in Zhang-Zhao-Ji’s AES: Authenticated
encryption phase, and message recover and verification phase. In authenticated encryption phase, the signer generates
the signature (r, s, v) as follows:

r = g−ktkV mod p (8)
s = k − h(r,M)xS mod q (9)
v = M · (yV1yV2)

k mod p. (10)

Here, xS (xV ) denotes the sender’s (verifier’s) private key; yV1 = gxV mod p denotes the verifier’s public key;188

yV2 = gx2
V mod p; M denotes a message; k denotes a random number.189

In the message recover and verification phase, the verifier generates the message M ′ and verifies the signature
(r, s, v) as follows:

M ′ = v · r−xV (11)

r ?
= (gsy

h(r,M ′)
S )xV −1 mod p. (12)

Here, yS is the sender’s public key. Table 2 shows the comparisons of Zhang-Zhao-Ji’s AES and the proposed AES190

scheme in Section 2.2. In Table 2, there are three parts to be considered, length of signature, computation of signature191

generation, computation of message recover and verification. The length of signature or communication cost is the192

maximum size of the information will been transmitted by a sender. The computation of signature generation is193

aimed at how much time the system will spend to generate a digital signature for a message M . And the computation194

of message recover and verification is the computing time for message recover and verification.195

Table 2: Comparisons of Zhang-Zhao-Ji’s AES and the proposed AES scheme

Zhang-Zhao-Ji’s AES The proposed AES
Length of signature 2|q|+ |p| (i.e., 3072 bits) |n|+ |p| (i.e., 2048 bits)

Computation of signature generation 3Texp 1Texp

Computation of message recover and verification 3Texp 2Texp

The length of signature of Zhang-Zhao-Ji’s AES is 2|q| + |p|. The sender needs to send the signature (r, s, v) to196

verifier. The lengths of (r, s, v) are |p|, |q|, |p|, respectively. For security sake, the lengths of |p| and |q| are 1024 bits.197

Therefore, the total length of signature of Zhang-Zhao-Ji’s AES is 3072 bits. The length of the proposed AES is198

|n|+|p|. The sender needs to send the signature (R,S) to verifier (see the Signature Generation Phase in Section 2.2).199

The lengths of (R,S) are |p|, |n|, respectively. For security sake, the lengths of |n| and |p| are 1024 bits. Therefore,200

the total length of signature of the proposed AES is 2048 bits.201

The computation cost of Zhang-Zhao-Ji’s AES [26] and the proposed AES schemes can be divided into two phases,202

signature generation phase, and message recovery and verification phase. We can ignore multiplication, hash function,203

inversion, and exclusion (XOR) operations since the exponentiation operation spends more than these operations204

1000 times. In Table 2, Texp denotes the time for exponentiation operation. In the signature generation phase of205
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Zhang-Zhao-Ji’s AES, the sender will perform 3Texp, two Texps for Equation (8) and one Texp for Equation (10), to206

achieve the processes of this phase. In the signature generation phase of the proposed AES, the sender will perform207

one Texp for Equation (2) to achieve the processes of this phase. The T 2 and X2
A in Equation (2) is only required 2208

multiplications but not exponentiation operation.209

In the message recovery and verification phase, the verifier should perform 3Texp, one Texp for Equation (11) and210

two Texps for Equation (12), to complete the processes of this phase. In the message recovery and verification phase211

of the proposed AES, the verifier should perform 2Texp for Equation (3), one for gSX2
B and one for Y

H(R)X2
B

A in212

Equation (3), to complete the processes of this phase.213

Next, we review Zhang-Zhao-Ji’s AES with message linkage (AES-ML) as follows. There are also two phases in
Zhang-Zhao-Ji’s AES-ML: Authenticated encryption phase, and message recover and verification phase. In authen-
ticated encryption phase, the signer generates the signature (r, r1, r2, · · · , rw, s, v) as follows:

ri = Mi · f(ri−1 ⊕Mi−1 ⊕ (yV1yV2)
k) for i = 1, 2, · · · , w (13)

r = g−ktkR1
mod p (14)

s = k − h(r||r1||r2|| · · · ||rw,M)xS mod q (15)
v = M1 · (yV1yV2)

k mod p. (16)

Here, M denotes a message; M1 is the first block of M ; f is a one-way function. Other symbols are the same as in214

the Zhang-Zhao-Ji’s AES and the proposed scheme.215

In the message recover and verification phase, the verifier generates the message M ′ and verifies the signature
r, r1, r2, · · · , rw, s, v as follows:

M ′
1 = v · r−xV (17)

M ′
i = ri · f(ri−1 ⊕Mi−1 ⊕ (yV1yV2)

k)−1 for i = 1, 2, · · · , w (18)

r ?
= (gsy

h(r,M ′)
S )xV −1 mod p. (19)

Table 3 shows the comparisons of Zhang-Zhao-Ji’s AES with message linkage and the proposed AES with message216

linkage scheme in Section 2.3. In Table 3, there are also three parts to be considered, length of signature, computation217

of signature generation, computation of message recover and verification.218

Table 3: Comparisons of Zhang-Zhao-Ji’s AES with message linkage and the proposed scheme

Zhang-Zhao-Ji’s AES-ML The proposed AES-ML Scheme
Length of signature 3072 + 164Bw 1188 + 1024w

Computation of signature generation 4Texp 1Texp

Computation of message recover and verification 4Texp 2Texp

The length of signature of Zhang-Zhao-Ji’s AES-ML is 3072 + 164Bw. The sender needs to send the signature219

(r, r1, r2, · · · , rw, s, v) to verifier. The length of (r, s, v) is the same as in Table 2. The length of ri is |f | × |Mi|.220

|f | denotes the length of the one way function f ; |Mi| denotes the length of the ith block of message M . Here,221

we use B to replace Mi as the length of a block. For SHA-1, the length of |f | is 164 bits [8]. Therefore, the total222

length of signature of Zhang-Zhao-Ji’s AES-ML is 3072 + 164wB bits. The length of the proposed AES-ML is223

1188 + 1024w. The sender needs to send the signature (R, S, r1, r2, · · · , rw) to verifier (see the Signature Generation224

Phase in Section 2.3). The lengths of (R,S, ri) are |f |, |n|, |p|, respectively. Therefore, the total length of signature225

of the proposed AES-ML is 1024(w + 1) + 164 bits. In general, the length of a block is 1024 bits. Obviously, the226

proposed AES with message linkage is less than that of Zhang-Zhao-Ji’s AES-ML scheme.227

In the signature generation phase of Zhang-Zhao-Ji’s AES-ML, the sender will perform 4Texp, one Texp for Equa-228

tion (13), two Texps for Equation (14), and one Texp for Equation (16), to achieve the processes of this phase. In the229

signature generation phase of the proposed AES-ML, the sender will perform one Texp for Equation (4) to achieve230

the processes of this phase.231

In the message recovery and verification phase of Zhang-Zhao-Ji’s AES-ML, the verifier should perform 4Texp,232

one Texp for Equation (17), one Texp for Equation (18), and two Texps for Equation (19), to complete the processes233

of this phase. In the message recovery and verification phase of the proposed AES-ML, the verifier should perform234

2Texp for Equation (7) to complete the processes of this phase.235

From Tables 2 and 3, our proposed scheme is the most efficient than Zhang-Zhao-Ji’s schemes in terms of com-236

munication cost and computation complexity.237
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6 Conclusions238

In this article, we have introduced the development and the requirements of a digital signature scheme with message239

recovery scheme. In order to avoid the difficulty that the factoring or the discrete logarithm is broken one day, we240

have designed three schemes based on two difficulties of factoring and discrete logarithm simultaneously, which is241

suitable for the different requirement. If one of the two difficulties has been broken, the security of the schemes can242

be kept with the other of the two difficulties.243

The signature scheme with message recovery can be applied to an electronic written acknowledgement for a debt244

where the size of the message content is smaller. The authenticated encryption scheme can be applied to the key245

agreement or other applications. The last scheme can be applied where the higher confidentiality and huge message246

are required. And we also have analyzed the security of the three schemes to avoid the sender’s and the verifier’s247

private keys from being obtained by an attacker.248
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